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Internal Revenue Collection Accounting
Graduation Thesis prepared by Wiley Copeland, Pace Institute, Washington
THE question of taxation is one of the para­mount questions before our country today. Taxation affects every one indirectly; and, 
since the passage of the Income tax law of 1918, it 
has affected directly a large percentage of the 
population of the country. It is consequently a 
subject of interest to every one, especially at this 
time when the Congress is considering a revision 
of the existing law. Taxation also has a direct 
relation to the financial growth and prosperity of 
the country, and thus it is of vital interest to 
students of business and economics.
Under the existing tax laws, vast sums of money 
are collected each year from the taxpayers of the 
country. The greater part of this money finds its 
way into the United States Treasury through 
collectors of internal revenue, who are charged with 
the collection of all Federal taxes and with the sale 
of all revenue stamps. The accounting records of 
a collector’s office and the principles used will, no 
doubt, be of general interest to every accountant 
and student of business.
The United States is divided into sixty-five 
internal revenue collection districts, with a collector 
in charge of each district. The accounting of a 
collector’s office is on two bases—accounting in 
respect to collections and accounting in respect to 
disbursements. There is no connection between 
the liability of a collector to the government as 
shown by his collection accounts and his liability 
as shown by his disbursing accounts. Each set of 
accounts is complete in itself and has no direct 
connection with the other. This paper deals only 
with the accounting system of a collector’s office in 
respect to collections.
In a certain respect there is a similarity between 
the accounting of a collector to the Government and 
the accounting of a branch office to a head office. 
The collector is charged with taxes assessed and 
with stamps received. He is credited with collec­
tions deposited in Federal Reserve banks and other 
authorized depositaries, with taxes abated, with 
taxes transferred to other collection districts, and 
with stamps returned by him. The excess of the 
charges over the credits is the liability of the collec­
tor to the United States. The collector must 
account for this amount before leaving office.
The accounts of the collector are audited by men 
from the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Washington, 
at the time of transfer of the accounts from one 
collector to another, and the liability of the out­
going collector is reconciled with the balance as 
shown by his accounts. This liability must also 
agree with that shown in the collector’s monthly 
reports. The great variety of taxes assessed by 
the Federal Government, the enormous sales of 
internal revenue stamps, and the thousands and 
thousands of taxpayers, makes the accounting of a 
collector’s office one of the largest accounting 
problems to be found.
Original Documents
It will probably be best, in attempting to outline 
and explain the system of accounts used in a collec­
tor’s office, to begin with the original documents. 
The original documents in the collector’s office are 
the tax returns (Forms 1040A, 1040, 1120, etc.), 
the various bills and notices of demand of payment 
sent out, and orders for stamps. The returns are 
received in the collector’s office, with the original 
payments, on or before the filing date as fixed by 
law. In the case of the income tax, this is March 
15th. In the case of subsequent payments, the 
taxpayer is asked to bring or send the bill which 
is sent out prior to the date the payment is due. 
All sales of stamps are made only on the written 
order of the purchaser. In this way, there is an 
original document on file for every collection, ex­
cept in the case of some payments received by 
mail. It is the handling of this last class of pay­
ments which creates one of the problems of the 
collector’s office.
Blocking and Listing Returns
As the income tax returns, for example, are re­
ceived in the collector’s office, they are blocked, 
one hundred returns being put in each block. The 
returns are classified as to the kind of the return, 
all 1040A’s being put in one block, and the returns 
in each other class being blocked together. The 
returns are also numbered, each return of a certain 
kind being given a number, beginning with the 
number assigned to that particular class of returns. 
Thus, all 1040A’s are placed in the 90,000 series.
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The first block of 1040A returns for the first month 
of the calendar year would begin with number 
90,100 and run to 90,199. The second block of the 
same kind of returns for the same month would 
begin with number 90,200. The same procedure of 
blocking and numbering returns is also followed in 
all other classes of taxes.
Form 23A. ASSESSMENT LIST
District: .......... - ........
Old Bal. Date Debit Credit New Bal. Remarks
0
1
Exhibit I. Assessment List
At the close of the month, the various blocks of 
returns are listed on Form 23A (see exhibit I), 
which is prepared in duplicate. Only one return is 
listed on a line. The list shows the taxpayer’s 
name, address, and account number. A list is 
made up for each month of the year, each list 
containing all the returns for that month for that 
particular kind of tax. Thus, there is the January, 
1923, income tax list; the February, 1923, sales tax 
list; the March, 1923, tobacco tax list; etc. There 
are seven different general classes of taxes, and 
there is a tax list for each month of the year for 
each of the seven classes of taxes.
All postings to these lists are made with book­
keeping machines. In the debit column is posted 
the amount of the return, and the payment is 
entered in the credit column. The balance remain­
ing is posted to the new balance column.
The lists for each month are bound in books and 
serve the same purpose in a collector’s office as an 
accounts receivable ledger does in the office of a 
trading concern.
The duplicate list is sent to the Bureau of In­
ternal Revenue in Washington. There is a “recap” 
sheet, known as Form 23C, for each list, which 
shows the total of all of the returns entered in that 
list. This total is verified by the Bureau in Wash­
ington and is certified to by the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue. When Form 23C, carrying the 
Commissioner’s certification, is received back by 
the collector from the Bureau, the total shown 
thereon is posted to the collector’s general ledger 
and to the sectional-control ledger. These ledgers 
will be explained later.
Indexing Returns
At the time the taxpayer files his return, a 
filing card is made out in the collector’s office, 
showing the taxpayer’s name, address, and the list 
and account number of the assessment. These 
cards are filed alphabetically. A new index is
started for each year. The card index is used for 
locating the original assessments, and in connection 
with posting all subsequent payments when the 
tax is not paid in full at the time the return was 
filed. It is important that a good card index be 
kept. One of the problems in the collector’s office 
is the handling of unidentified collections, which 
often amount to a million dollars. The collections, 
however, that are never identified are relatively 
small. A good card index is a material aid in 
reducing the unidentified collections.
Billing Installments
The assessment lists are used in billing taxpayers 
when the tax is not paid in full at the time the re­
turn is filed. In the case of income tax, the tax­
payer is sent a notice and demand of payment, 
showing the assessment as certified by the Com­
missioner, the payments and other credits, and 
the balance outstanding. These bills are mailed 
in window envelopes. The list on which the assess­
ment is found and the account number are also 
shown on the bill. The taxpayer is requested to 
bring or mail the bill with his remittance.
Transfer of Taxes
One of the items for which a collector is given 
credit, in addition to collections and abatements, 
is taxes transferred to other districts. Taxpayers 
are constantly moving from one state to another— 
filing their returns in one district and making pay­
ment in another. In such instances, the assess­
ments are transferred to the districts in which the 
collections are made. On receipt of a collection 
from a taxpayer who filed his return in another 
district, or on receipt of information that a tax­
payer has moved into his district, the collector 
corresponds with the collector in whose district the 
assessment against the taxpayer was made and 
requests that the assessment be transferred to him. 
The document used in making the transfer is made 
out in quadruplicate. The crediting collector keeps 
the original, forwards the duplicate and triplicate 
to the other collector, and sends the quadruplicate 
to the Bureau in Washington. The charging 
collector keeps the triplicate of the document for 
his files and returns the duplicate to the crediting 
collector. The duplicate of the document is used 
as a supporting voucher for the credit taken in 
the reports to the Bureau. The transfer docu­
ment (Form 514) shows the taxpayer’s name, his 
old address, his new address, the amount of the 
tax which is being transferred, and any other in­
formation which might be of use to the charging 
collector.
The charging collector sets up the tax transferred 
on his current assessment list, but does not include 
the amount in the total shown on the “recap” 
sheet, Form 23C, which is to be certified by the 
Commissioner. In his reports to the Bureau, the 
collector shows the tax as a separate item from 
the regular assessments.
(Continued on page 110)
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Relation of Accountancy Instruction to 
Professional Standards
By Homer S. Pace, C.P.A.
An address given at the Annual Conven­
tion of the American Association of Uni­
versity Instructors in Accounting, re­
cently held at Columbus, Ohio, and re­
published from the May issue of the 
Journal of Accountancy.
MR. CHAIRMAN and Gentlemen of the As­sociation : My conception of the scope and nature of Accountancy is, perhaps, not the 
orthodox one. Therefore, as a preliminary to my 
discussion of “The Relation of the Accountancy 
Instructor to the Development of Professional 
Standards in the Practice of Accountancy,” permit 
me to state briefly my own ideas of this new and 
developing profession.
Accountancy, to my way of thinking, is the 
response to the demand, on the part of modern 
business, for men and women who are competent 
to construct, to operate, and to advise with respect 
to the administrative methods and procedures used 
in modern organization. These methods and pro­
cedures include the mechanism of a sound working 
organization; the intelligence or accounting system 
by means of which financial facts are recorded and 
made available for management purposes; and the 
methods and procedures used in financing, in 
employing and managing personnel, and in con­
ducting other administrative detail, such as credit 
supervision, collections, and correspondence.
Modern organization has created a demand for 
a technique that is not the technique of the en­
gineer, who is concerned especially with physical 
plant and equipment—a technique that is not the 
technique of the lawyer, who is concerned prin­
cipally with legal questions related to organization 
and property rights. It was inevitable that the 
demand for exact knowledge of organization and 
accounting should result in a new profession. This 
new profession, known as Accountancy, is the ac­
companiment of a new era—the era of organization. 
This profession, now in its elementary stages, is, 
because of our work as instructors in Accountancy, 
very much in our keeping.
Let me say, further, that Accountancy has a 
private practice, as well as a public practice. A 
person who engages in public practice offers his 
services to clients, on a professional basis, in mat­
ters of principle and detail that are directly related 
to accounting, financial, business, and organization 
procedures.
The accountant in private practice, on the other 
hand, makes his services available on a salary
basis to a private business organization, to a non­
profit organization, or possibly to some division of 
government. The duties of the private or executive 
accountant, while directed largely to the same mat­
ters that engage the attention of the public account­
ant, are of an operative rather than of an advisory 
nature.
In engineering we have an analogous condition. 
Many practitioners accept private employment and 
work for organizations on a salary basis, while 
others become consulting engineers and render 
services to clients on the fee basis. The professional 
basis rests upon the technical knowledge possessed 
by the individual, and not upon the manner in 
which he makes his services available. The time 
will come when, with certain restrictions and dis­
tinctions, we shall recognize as professional ac­
countants all those persons who possess certain 
technical knowledge, regardless of whether the in­
dividual engages in public or in private practice. 
The public accountant, of course, undertakes dis­
tinctive responsibilities. A way must be found, 
therefore, to make certain necessary distinctions 
between public and private accountants; but this 
distinction can be made without keeping outside 
the pale of professional Accountancy many able 
accountants engaged in private employment.
Public Practice of Accountancy
We have in Accountancy a profession that is new. 
We do not have the professional incidents of texts, 
schools, and terminology to the same extent as 
we do in the older professions. We have schools, 
but they are in their formative stages and without 
a generally accepted program as to what should be 
included in a professional Accountancy course of 
study. We have books, but they consist, in the 
majority of instances, of compilations of facts 
rather than of statements and elucidations of prin­
ciples. We have a few definitions that are com­
monly accepted, but we have no professional term­
inology that is generally used and accepted by 
schools, practitioners, and the courts. We have 
professional societies, but we are still incubating 
new ones and experimenting with many of those 
we have. We are developing ethical standards, 
but we have not yet fully crystallized our practices 
into a definite ethical code.
We have available for the development of the 
professional accompaniments of terminology, texts, 
schools, and curricula only three classes of account­
ants—the accountants in public practice, the ac­
countants in private practice, and the accountants 
giving instruction. I realize, of course, that many 
of our members (of whom I am one) are engaged
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in both teaching and practice. Generally speaking, 
however, we have the three distinct groups of 
workers.
In the group of public accountants, we have our 
greatest repository of facts with respect to public 
practice—facts as to both the constructive and 
the auditing phases of Accountancy. We must 
look to these accountants for information with 
respect to the matters directly related to public 
practice.
In the group of private accountants, we have our 
greatest repository of knowledge with respect to 
operative details of organization, management, 
and procedure. We must look to these accountants 
for the facts and the sanity that develop from the 
testing of theories in the rugged mill of actual 
business.
In the group of Accountancy instructors we have 
great potential and developed ability with respect 
to the formulation of a terminology, to the dis­
covery and statement of principles, and to the 
preparation of acceptable curricula. We must 
undoubtedly look to our teachers, as well as to 
our practitioners, for the discovery and the state­
ment of principles and for the development of 
texts and curricula. All of this work, however, 
should be based upon an intimate study and a 
thorough understanding of the results obtained by 
accountants who are engaged in the actual private 
and public practice of Accountancy. Care should 
be taken to refine and test the theories developed 
by original thinking by the actualities of business 
itself.
Many public accountants, it is true, fail to realize 
the potential power in the hands of our teachers— 
they do not realize that we have in our schools our 
greatest opportunity for moulding incoming ac­
countants to our standards of ethics and practice. 
Many able accountants give much thought and 
time to the matter of establishing ethical standards 
among practitioners and neglect to give thought 
or time to the teaching of ethical concepts to stu­
dents whose minds are receptive, and who are 
anxious to have guidance from successful practi­
tioners.
Our profession, still somewhat in the apprentice- 
stage of development, does not properly recognize 
or encourage its teachers—those upon whom the 
continuity and development of the profession to a 
considerable extent depend. These matters will, 
in due course of time, change as we develop as 
teachers and give evidence that we are capable of 
giving instruction in Accountancy that really pre­
pares for practice.
Many of my friends in public practice are 
valiantly striving to overcome as best they can 
the defects in the equipment of the juniors—defects 
caused in many instances by the lack of effective 
cooperation between teachers and practitioners. 
My impression is that it would be much more profit­
able for us, as a general procedure, to go back along 
the line of vocational progress to the professional 
school, and there, at the fountain-head, to take steps 
to insure the inculcation of sound principles and
conceptions of practice. More and more attention 
must be given by practitioners to the schools in 
which accountants are trained if we are to save the 
enormous waste of imparting in practice ideas that 
should have been acquired in school.
Ethical Standards
What can we do as teachers to help practicing 
accountants in the important matter of establishing 
ethical standards of practice? First, we must look 
for the most complete and best recognized set of 
ethical rules. We find them, I believe, in the rules 
of professional conduct of the American Institute 
of Accountants. The Institute is our oldest and, 
I presume, our largest national society of practic­
ing accountants. By dint of a good deal of hard 
work, extending over several years, the members 
have brought their ethical beliefs into a definite 
set of rules. The Institute’s code includes, as a 
former president of the Institute, Mr. Carl H. Nau, 
points out, rules dealing with the accountant’s 
duty to the public, his duty to his clients, his duty 
to his profession, and his duty to his fellow practi­
tioners.
It is not my purpose to speak in detail of the pro­
visions of the Institute’s code. Suffice it to say that 
the Institute has accomplished the remarkable task 
(remarkable in view of the relatively undeveloped 
state of the profession) of bringing its ethical rules 
into substantial harmony with the ethical rules of 
professions whose development has extended over 
centuries.
I am sorry to say that little effort has been made 
by the Institute, so far as I am aware, to encourage 
Accountancy teachers to bring these rules to the 
attention of students. Every Accountancy stu­
dent, in my judgment, should be taught these rules 
as a matter of routine. Entirely on my own ini­
tiative, the rules of professional conduct of the 
Institute, as well as many historical and other 
matters relating to professional Accountancy so­
cieties, have been included as a part of the text 
used in the schools with which I am associated. 
Every student is required to answer in writing 
questions that relate to the ethical standards main­
tained by the Institute. The rule on advertising, 
recently added to the code, was thus being taught 
to thousands of students within a few months of 
its adoption.
Many of the older professions seem to have no 
serious difficulty with respect to ethical problems 
such as advertising. The young attorney entering 
into practice usually possesses, no matter what 
other defects he may have, a proper ethical sense 
with respect to his calling. An analysis would dis­
close the fact, I believe, that this invaluable pro­
fessional attribute of the young lawyer is acquired 
from his instructors while attending a school of 
law. The same result is attained whenever the 
instructors in a school of Accountancy take pains 
to teach their students the ethical procedures of 
Accountancy practice.
Teaching of this kind need not be limited to the 
rules of the Institute. Many interesting phases
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of the ethics of the other professions may be 
elucidated. In addition, a presentation of the 
ethical standards of modern business as developed 
and codified by forward-looking business-men’s 
clubs, such as the Rotary, Kiwanis, Civitan, and 
Lion organizations, in conjunction with the study 
of professional ethics, would be of great value to 
Accountancy students. No school can afford to 
neglect so important a topic, and the professional 
societies, it seems to me, should urge such instruc­
tion upon all Accountancy schools.
Public Service
What can we do as teachers to develop a greater 
civic consciousness and usefulness on the part of 
incoming practitioners? The teaching of profes­
sional ethics is important, but it leads chiefly to 
the protection of the profession itself. There is 
even a greater need for encouraging accountants 
to seek public service that will enable them to make 
their technical abilities available for community 
purposes. The young attorney, who often has 
plenty of time on his hands, enters gladly into such 
service. The young accountant, on the other hand, 
is likely to be more limited in time, and he is too 
likely to consider his hours of time in the nature of 
a commodity which is to be made available only 
in consideration of his established per diem rate.
There are many instances, it is true, in which 
accountants have performed notable public ser­
vices, but this spirit of public service does not often 
show itself in the early years of practice. Many an 
accountant, able enough in practice, never fully 
awakes to the fact that there is a great opportunity 
in local government, and in local philanthropic, 
religious, and social affairs, for him to contribute 
an extremely valuable service. The civic con­
sciousness of the accountant, particularly the young 
accountant, needs stimulation. In the absence of 
this public service, not only the community loses 
valuable technical help that it needs, but the pro­
fession of Accountancy loses much of the prestige 
which comes to the other professions by reason of 
the civic activities of their members.
The Accountancy teachers of the country could 
do more than any other agency to stimulate the 
civic consciousness of the accountant. The teach­
ers are already doing much to encourage their 
students to take an interest in public affairs. Many 
subjects are introduced into our courses of study 
for this very purpose. As a very practical instance 
of this tendency, in New York hundreds of Ac­
countancy students from various private and col­
legiate schools were employed at election time, to 
verify the ballot count. In this instance, however, 
the suggestion came from a practicing accountant— 
not from a teacher. It can be shown, incidentally, 
that work of this kind, undertaken in the genuine 
spirit of service, not infrequently results in personal 
advantage and benefit to the individual practi­
tioner. There is no better way for a young pro­
fessional man to come to the favorable notice of 
his fellow citizens than to render effective public or 
philanthropic service.
Many of you know of the action of the American 
Institute, taken at its last annual meeting, for the 
establishment of a Bureau of Public Affairs. The 
plan is to make available to chambers of commerce 
and other civic organizations, to clubs, and to 
various commercial organizations the services of 
members of the Institute for the purpose of speak­
ing or of rendering advisory services with respect 
to matters of public interest. Speakers will be 
provided on taxation, arbitration, commercial 
fraud, budgeting, and other subjects that are of 
public interest. In addition, the Bureau will pro­
vide articles on various technical subjects for use 
in trade magazines and other periodicals. The 
whole work is to be conducted as a technical 
Accountancy service for the benefit of the public.
As a member of the committee which is in charge 
of this new and important division of Institute 
work, I wish particularly to ask the cooperation of 
the instructors present in laying a foundation for 
our work. I ask you to undertake, as a specific 
matter, the development on the part of your stu­
dents of a spirit of public service.
We are a great commercial country, possibly the 
greatest. We may reasonably hope, it seems to me, 
that many of the master intellects in commerce of 
the next generation will be found within our own 
group of practicing accountants. We may hope to 
have directors of finance and municipal controllers 
chosen, as a matter of course, from our own ranks. 
We may reasonably hope to have a professional 
accountant filling the position of the Director of 
the Federal Budget. We may hope, in due time, 
to have an accountant filling the position of Com­
missioner of Internal Revenue and others serving 
as members of the cabinet as Secretary of the 
Treasury and as Secretary of Commerce. Why 
not? It is merely a matter of measuring up to the 
opportunities of our calling.
Our success in attaining these results will depend, 
not so much upon the accountants now in active 
practice, as upon the Accountancy teachers of the 
country. Busy practitioners are not especially 
concerned with tomorrow or even the day after— 
they are grappling with conditions as they are, and 
their viewpoint in the majority of instances will be 
shaped by the exigencies of the hour.
The teacher, on the other hand, is chiefly in­
terested in things more distant. He is fully aware 
that his graduate is not likely this year or the next 
to achieve fame. The teacher believes, however, 
that if the educational equipment of his protege is 
sound, he and his fellows will carry the profession 
in which they work to new heights.
To you, the teachers of Accountancy, therefore, 
the accountants must look for the future of the pro­
fession. You have in your hands the fate of Ac­
countancy of tomorrow, the greater Accountancy.
I trust, therefore, that each one of you will leave 
nothing undone in his particular sphere of work to 
inculcate ethical and civic conceptions that will 
serve to advance the interests of the calling in which 
we are so keenly interested, and of which we are so 
proud—the profession of Accountancy.
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Annual Banquet, Pace Institute, Washington
Admiral hugh rodman, u.s.n. (re­tired), personifies technical training, efficient organization, and executive decision. Can 
you imagine, in one person, these abilities in the 
happy blend necessary for the successful direction 
of the vast overseas naval energies of this country 
in the Great War? Can you imagine, in conjunc­
tion with these qualities, the chuckling humor of a 
native son of Kentucky—a humor that relieved the 
tension upon subordinates when nerves were tense 
from the strain of unceasing oversea vigils? If 
you can, you have before your mind’s eye the 
dominating personality of the Pace Club, Wash­
ington, banquet—Admiral Hugh Rodman.
Fitting it was that this fine representative of
American manhood and efficiency—this great ad­
miral of a great navy—should bring a message of 
cheer and vigor to the members of the Pace Club 
and their guests who assembled for their annual 
banquet at Hotel Raleigh, Washington, on Satur­
day evening, April 26th. The address by Admiral 
Rodman was in itself of great and intense interest, 
but the intimate contact with the personality of 
the Admiral meant even more to members and 
guests than his words of wisdom and advice.
Everything else, as usual, went well with the 
annual banquet function of the club. Doctor Kress, 
of Takoma Park, delivered the invocation. Sen­
ator Woodbridge N. Ferris spoke briefly, but with 
great force, on the subject of Education. Mrs. 
Ferris, who attended the dinner with her distin­
guished husband, was given an ovation, but de­
clined to speak, the Senator quaintly remarking 
that she reserved all her speeches for his personal 
benefit.
Many other guests well known in the world of 
affairs were present, among whom were the follow­
ing: Mrs. Ruby Lee Minar, President of the Sorop­
tomist Club; Wilbur L. Harrison, Secretary of the 
American Society of Certified Public Accountants; 
Luther F. Speer, formerly Deputy Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue; Judge Michael Doyle; Court 
F. Wood, Principal of the Commercial High 
School; Kingman Brewster, formerly Chairman, 
Committee of Appeals and Review of the Income 
Tax Unit, and formerly an instructor in the Pace 
Courses; Frank A. Linzell, of the Income Tax 
Unit, a former Pace student; Francis Ferber, As­
sistant Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue; 
Charles L. Gable, Assistant Director of the Postal 
Savings, and first President of the Pace Club of 
Washington; Miss Mary A. Tate, Secretary to the 
Public Printer of the United States and Director 
of Welfare, U. S. Government Printing Office; and 
J. L. Minar.
The guests at the speakers’ table were introduced 
to the banqueters. Mr. John T. Kennedy, attorney 
at law and tax specialist, who lectures on taxation 
in the Institute, and who is dean of the Pittsburgh
School of Accountancy, responded to a request for 
a few remarks. Mr. Charles H. Schnepfe, Jr., 
certified public accountant, who is director of the 
Baltimore Pace Institute, and who lectures in 
Pace Institute of Washington, likewise talked to 
the banqueters for a few minutes.
Many out-of-town guests were present. A large 
delegation, of which Mr. A. P. Rainey was spokes­
man, was present from the Baltimore Pace Insti­
tute. Messrs. Myer and Bulin, representing the 
Pace Club of New York, were in attendance, as 
well as Messrs. Beede and Owen, of Boston, repre­
senting the Pace Club of Boston. Dean Paul E. 
Clark, formerly dean of the Washington School, 
now dean of the Day School Division of Pace 
Institute, New York, was present and made a 
characteristic talk. Mr. Homer S. Pace, of New 
York, spoke briefly on the opportunity for the 
technically trained person to exert a stabilizing 
influence in the present unsettled conditions of 
society.
The entertainment given by the Jack Mullane 
Theatrical Agency was delightful and was supple­
mented by music provided by the Lambskin Or­
chestra, which literally kept the guests on their 
toes a good share of the evening. Many of the 
songs provided for the banquet were the result of 
the efforts of the students. Miss Ella Werner, 
member of the Pace Club and graduate of the 
Institute, awarded books of poetry to Miss Gen­
evieve C. Bearmore and to Rupert F. Keefe in 
acknowledgment of the services rendered by these 
poet accountants.
The officers and members of the Pace Club are 
to be congratulated upon the entire program and 
the conduct of the banquet. The officers of the 
Club, together with the personnel of the Banquet 
Committee, all of whom worked untiringly for the 
success of the affair, are as follows: Officers: 
Hampton D. Percy, President; M. Harvey Banks, 
Vice President; Marjorie Chace, Secretary; and 
Mary E. Wilson, Treasurer. Banquet Committee: 
Jerome G. Kaufman, Chairman; M. Harvey Banks, 
Genevieve C. Bearmore, Philip Berenter, Gustav 
J. Eilbert, James F. Ellis, Sara H. Fones, Reginald 
C. Garbee, Floyd C. Hedges, Rupert F. Keefe, 
James R. Kirkland, Marjorie Chace, Gertrude 
Mattingly, Cecil M. Mears, Joseph G. Motyka, 
Harvey R. Oliver, Ann G. Paul, Hampton D. 
Percy, Ellwyn C. Rowe, Julius Sinker, Wilma C. 
Stewart, Leon Strauss, Mary E. Wilson.
Judge Glenn Willett, Dean of the Law Faculty, 
acted as toastmaster and guided the progress of 
the banquet with his usual skill. The judge is 
both humorous and effective, and his abounding 
personality and his good nature radiate an unusual 
measure of good cheer and happiness. He was all 
there, 200 pounds or more, with his avoirdupois 
quite overshadowed by his wit and humor.
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A Pace Graduate Visits the South Sea Islands
The second installment of an interesting account of the experiences 
of Ernest B. Cobb, C. P. A. -— Continued from the May issue
AFTER submitting to a cross ex­amination by the Commissaire de Police, I was given a certificate 
permitting me to visit any district in 
the islands. Our consul seemed anxious 
that I should comply with all police 
regulations at once for the sake of the 
good impression to be made on the 
French officials. He informed me that 
most Americans coming to the islands 
were adventurers or worthless riffraff, 
lured here by the tales of native hospital­
ity and prospects of an easy living with­
out labor. They soon become disillu­
sioned, however, and cause no end of 
trouble for the consul. Another type is 
that of the young American of artistic 
temperament, who becomes enamoured 
of the tropical surroundings and the 
charm of the native woman and re­
nounces civilization to live a lazy, 
indolent life among the islands. Several 
such cases were brought to my attention.
The American on his first visit to
Papeete has much to learn; the language, 
the customs, the money are all foreign 
to him. Although I had had some ex­
perience among the French of Quebec, I 
found that the experience helped but 
little here. While French is the official 
language, one must know Tahitian and 
Chinese or “Pidgen English” to get 
along well. Of course, I had no difficulty 
because there were a number of Ameri­
cans and Frenchmen always ready to 
assist me. I had brought with me 
American gold, which sold for 12 francs 
to the dollar, and I soon learned the 
relative values. I was introduced at the 
Cercle Bougainville, the business men’s 
club of Papeete, which the French com­
plain the Americans have stolen from 
them, and the Cercle Francaise, the 
official French club, to which most 
American business men also belong. The 
former is near the water front and is 
the rendezvous of all ships’ officers and 
traders, while the latter is located among 
the luxuriant tropical settings of the 
French Government houses. Either 
club furnishes an ideal place to spend 
the hot mid-day hours, sipping cool 
drinks and listening to tales of the sea 
and the far away islands, or to the 
Frenchmen’s tales of conquest in the 
South Seas. The Bougainville has care­
fully preserved a wooden partition 
pierced by a five inch shell from the 
German cruiser “Moewe,” which bom­
barded Papeete and sent the inhabi­
tants fleeing to the mountains. The 
French relate with pride how they drove 
away the monster with a few well 
directed shots from their little fort above 
the town—not, however, until much 
damage had been done—and they cele­
brate the event in holiday fashion each 
year.
Nothing flattering can be said about
the hotels in Papeete. The “Diadem” 
furnishes fairly good meals, if ordered 
in advance, and can mix a cocktail of 
fourteen different ingredients which, 
to the person who enjoys this beverage, 
takes the joy out of life forever after 
his return to the U. S. A. The “Tiara,” 
named after the native flower, furnishes 
good meals sometimes, but it is often 
frequented by the lower class of natives, 
who make life unbearable for the 
stranger.
I soon became accustomed to the 
daily routine of Papeete life, which is 
naturally slow and easy going. By 
taking my dinners first at one hotel, 
then the other, with morning coffee in 
a good Chinese restaurant, and breakfast 
at eleven with friends, I fared well 
enough for a month. The natives, who 
formerly lived entirely on fish, which 
are taken in abundance from the waters 
of the Bay, wild vegetables, cocoanuts, 
and tropical fruits, have now become 
accustomed to American canned goods, 
which are supplied by the traders and 
retailed by the Chinese throughout the 
islands. There is always plenty of fresh 
meat—beef, veal and pork, The animals 
are either raised on the island or imported 
alive. The animals are slaughtered one 
day, and the meat is consumed the next, 
since there is no refrigerating plant in 
Papeete. Vegetables of all varieties are 
now grown in Tahiti by Chinese farmers, 
though they do not have the flavor of 
those grown in the temperate zone. The 
natives prove themselves very good 
cooks when tutored by the American 
housewives in the island. As it was mid­
winter (July) at the time of my visit, 
many of the native fruits, such as 
mangoes, alligator pears, poi-poi, and 
bread fruit, were out of season. How­
The Tropical Coast of Tahiti
ever, there was an abundance of bananas, 
oranges, and the fei, all of which grow 
wild throughout the island. The fei, 
in appearance like the red banana, tastes 
more like a sweet potato and is very 
palatable when served with a native 
sauce made from the milk of the cocoa- 
nut.
There are few pretentious residences 
in Papeete, these few being built on the 
style of the California bungalow, and 
inhabited by French and Americans. 
The natives live in small houses, built 
of plain boards and covered with gal­
vanized iron or thatched with cocoanut 
leaves. Those near the beach are set 
on posts which are covered with tin to 
keep out the rats and land crabs, which, 
near the water front, fill the ground with 
holes and act as scavengers. The crabs 
are weird looking creatures, sometimes 
as large as six inches in diameter, and 
appearing like moving skeletons; a num­
ber moving at once produce a sound 
like the rattling of dry bones. In the 
country districts the native hut is usually 
built of bamboo poles thatched with 
palm leaves. There are few doors or 
windows, as it is never necessary in this 
balmy climate to close the house.
Sunday is Papeete’s greatest market 
day. Early on Saturday evening natives 
begin to arrive laden with baskets and 
strings of fruit and vegetables. They 
sleep on the floor of the market or on 
the ground nearby. Long before sunrise 
the butcher and the fisherman arrive 
and put their goods on display. I was 
on the scene before daylight and found 
the marketplace filled with a good- 
natured, chattering crowd. Except for 
the color and language of the people, 
it differed little from the public markets 
in our own cities.
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On further investigation, however, I 
found few articles on the stands to re­
mind me of home. True, there were the 
meat stands, but with no familiar cuts, 
and the fish stands—but what a contrast! 
Here were strings of small fish, bright 
red in color, others of bright blue, and 
still others of variegated colors in 
circular formation which reminded one 
of the human eye. There were vegetables 
looking like huge potatoes, tropical 
fruits of many varieties, either in strings 
or in baskets woven from a single palm 
leaf. Native or Chinese women presided 
over many of the stands, with their 
offsprings sleeping soundly underneath 
the counters. Purchases were made 
quickly, and attention was then given 
to greetings and chatting with friends. 
It seemed like one huge family together 
for a holiday. I was afterward told that 
the market is the only means of spread­
ing news in Papeete and is termed the 
“Market Radio,” because of the speed 
with which news travels after the market 
hour. Shortly after day had dawned, 
all were homeward bound or crowding 
the Chinese lunch rooms, and the 
market place was deserted.
Many times, as I leaned against the 
rail of the ship, gazing out over the 
mirror-like surface of the Pacific, I felt a
A Typical Native Hut
desire to swim in its waters. That 
desire was abundantly gratified on this 
warm Sunday. We drove five kilometers 
through groves of cocoanut, bread fruit, 
and mangoe trees to a beautiful beach 
where a break in the reef allowed the 
waves from the open sea to break on 
the sand. Some of our party wore bath­
ing suits—others wore the native 
“pario,” which consists of a bright 
colored cloth wound around the hips 
with the end dexterously caught under 
to hold it in place. This is the only 
garment worn by the natives while 
fishing or working on the beach. The 
water proved ideal for swimming—much 
warmer and more buoyant than the 
waters of the Atlantic. Swimming 
beyond the surf is dangerous sport, 
however, as one must continually watch 
for sharks, which frequent these waters. 
Riding on a surf board in native style 
is good sport and can be enjoyed for 
hours at a time. As the sun was sinking 
in glory beneath the waves, we sat on 
the beach and enjoyed a picnic lunch in 
true American style, then talked and 
dreamed until the moon rose over Point 
Venus and flooded the cocoanut groves 
and the calm sea with its silver light.
We drove out of Papeete one morning, 
following the only road around the island
to the westward. On our left were the 
everchanging rocky ridges towering 
above; on our right was the foam- 
covered reef, and across the channel, 
the jagged peaks of Moorea pierced 
the clouds. We drove rapidly on over 
a well macadamized road, through co­
coanut plantations, with pretty dwell­
ings half hidden among the foliage; 
through long lanes of tropical trees, 
which at times shut out the sun; now 
across an alluvial plain, whose rich, dark 
soil gave an abundant return in vege­
tables to the thrifty Chinese farmer; 
now over a small hill with the open 
Pacific stretched at its foot, and the 
ruins of an old French fort on the ridge 
above.
Through another cocoanut plantation 
we sped, where the copra was spread on 
long wooden racks to dry in the sun; 
through a long shady lane overhung with 
banyans and bordered with hedges of 
coffee and flowering habiscus, past chil­
dren straggling along the road, some 
naked, some dressed only in a shirt. 
Here and there native women washed 
their clothes in a brook, while others 
searched the stream for eels and shell 
fish. Thirty kilometers from Papeete, 
we left Moorea behind and came out on 
a broad open plain with sugar cane 
growing on either side. At the base of 
the mountain stood the sugar mill, its 
wheels driven by the rush of the water 
from the heights above, busily grinding 
the cane and producing the finest sugar 
in the world. Crossing the plain, the 
road ran close to the shore, revealing a 
beautiful little island hard by, and in 
the distance the lofty peaks of Little 
Tahiti, connected with the main island 
by a narrow neck of rock sometimes 
submerged in the sea. We were loath 
to turn back, but duty called, and we 
headed for Papeete. The beauties of 
this drive, preserved to some extent by 
the aid of my camera, were indelibly 
stamped upon my memory.
The Tahitian is not inclined to be 
physically active; neither is the white 
man after living a few months in Pap­
eete. Few people walk; they either 
ride bicycles or journey around town 
in carriages or automobiles. Therefore, 
when I proposed a Sunday tramp to the 
Fautaua Falls, a rough trail several 
kilometers long up the Fautaua Valley, 
it did not meet with much enthusiasm. 
I finally prevailed upon three others, 
Americans good and true, to accompany 
me, and we set out at daybreak, carrying 
light lunches and my trusty camera. 
We were taken by automobile as far as 
the trail would permit, but the real 
climb was then before us. We soon 
entered the valley, walled in by perpen­
dicular rocks, of which we caught 
glimpses now and then through the dense 
foliage. Emerging from a group of 
mangoe, lime, and orange trees through 
which the trail ran, we stood again and 
again in silent rapture at the over­
powering scene before us. Directly 
ahead the “Diadem” reared its majestic 
head, now crowned with fleecy clouds 
through which the sun peeped, and on 
either side sheer walls of rock rose hun­
dreds of feet toward the heavens.
[To be concluded in next issue.]
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The Question and Answer Department
This Department does not publish answers to all questions received, but only to those which are 
deemed to be of general interest to readers of The Pace Student. A communication, in order to 
receive attention, must contain the name and address of the person asking the question.
A RETAIL concern makes a sale of a number of articles at a given price, and after the sale is made, a certain article is given the 
purchaser gratis: e.g.
1 Parlor suite................................................. $500.00
1 Bedroom suite........................................... 350.00
1 Range........................................................... 100.00
$950.00
1 Chair free........................................................................
$950.00
How would you advise us to set this up on the* 
books?
Answer:
Entry should be made in a regular way for the 
selling price of the merchandise: thus:
CASH (or CUSTOMER if a credit
sale).......................................... $ 950.00
To SALES......................................... $ 950.00
For sale made.
If an Inventory Account is maintained, record­
ing the value of inventory on hand, further entry 
would be passed charging Cost of Goods Sold 
Account and crediting the Inventory Account. 
If the selling price of the merchandise which is 
given to the customer gratis is actually included 
in the total selling price, even though it may not 
show as a specific item, then the amount credited 
to Inventory Account and debited to Cost of 
Goods Sold Account will include the cost of mer­
chandise given away. If, however, the merchan­
dise given gratis is a real gift, made possibly for 
the purpose of inducing sales, then Cost of Goods 
Sold Account would be debited with the cost value 
of the merchandise actually sold, and an account 
named to indicate the purpose of the gift would be 
debited for the cost value of the free merchandise. 
If the purpose is to induce sales, the account might 
be designated “Cost of Merchandise Given Gratis 
as Sales Inducement.”
At the time of closing the books the account 
recording the cost of the merchandise given gratis 
would be closed out into the Profit & Loss Account 
as an expense, and on the Profit & Loss Statement 
it would be classified as a selling expense. The 
Sales Account and the Cost of Goods Sold Account 
would be closed out into Trading Account, if a 
Trading Account is set up at the time of closing, 
or directly into Profit & Loss Account, if no Trading 
Account is set up.
In the event that an Inventory Account re­
cording the day-to-day value of the merchandise 
on hand is not maintained, the sale would be 
recorded by a debit to Cash Account or to the 
customer’s account and by a credit to Sales Ac­
count, as in the preceding illustration. If the 
value of the free merchandise is actually included 
in the selling price of the remainder of the mer­
chandise, although not specifically so shown, then 
no further entry would be required. If, however, 
the merchandise given gratis is actually a gift, then 
the expense account previously mentioned would be 
charged, and credit would be made to an account 
which might be designated “Merchandise Given 
Gratis Account.”
At the time of closing the books the account re­
cording the debit (Cost of Merchandise Given Gratis 
as Sales Inducement) would be closed out into 
Profit & Loss Account as an expense, as in the pre­
ceding illustration. The Merchandise Given Gratis 
Account (with a credit balance) would be closed 
out into Trading Account, if a Trading Account 
is set up at the time of closing, or into Profit & 
Loss Account, if no Trading Account is set up. 
It is in effect an offset to the combined amount of 
opening inventory plus purchases. Thus, if the 
opening inventory had been $20,000.00 and the 
purchases $100,000.00, the total value of mer­
chandise available for sale and other purposes 
would be $120,000.00. If merchandise of a value 
of $2,000.00 had been given to customers, the 
net difference, $118,000.00, would represent the 
merchandise available for sale. From this figure 
of $118,000.00 would be deducted the amount of 
closing inventory, and the resultant figure would 
be the cost of goods sold.
In the event that the gift is considered as a sell­
ing expense the expense account should be charged 
and the Inventory Account of the Gratis Mer­
chandise Account should be credited at cost value. 
Occasionally, selling price value will be used, but 
if selling price value is used, then there will be a 
distortion in the amount of expense and in the 
cost of goods sold in that the amount used would 
include a profit write-up.
THE following conditions exist in connection with the corporation by whom I am em­ployed. The corporation was capitalized 
for $50,000.00. The cash was paid in, and shares 
of stock were issued. The corporation then took 
over a going concern and paid $35,000.00 in 
settlement of the purchase obligation.
The former owner had, according to his Balance
Sheet at the time of the sale, assets and liabilities 
as follows: Plant & Equipment (cost value less 
depreciation), $19,500.00; Inventories (valued at 
cost or market, whichever was lower), $7,100.00; 
Accounts Receivable (including miscellaneous items 
as well as customers accounts), $4,750.00; Cash, 
$1,175.00. His liabilities consisted of $6,225.00 of
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Accounts Payable (including miscellaneous liabi­
lities). He did not turn the cash over to the 
corporation but did turn over the remaining assets, 
and the corporation assumed the liabilities.
The entries to record the sale on the books of 
the individual were as follows:
BLANK CORPORATION,
VENDEE......................................... $35,000.00
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.................. 6,225.00
To PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. $19,500.00
INVENTORIES....................... 7,100.00
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. 4,750.00
PROFIT & LOSS...................... 9,875.00
For sale of business to Blank Corporation.
CASH..................................................... $35,000.00
To BLANK CORPORATION,
VENDEE............................. $35,000.00
For receipt of cash from Blank 
Corporation in liquidation of pur­
chase obligation.
The vendor then closed out his books by trans­
ferring the Profit & Loss item of $9,875.00 to his 
Capital Account. He further debited his Capital 
Account and credited the Cash Account. This 
closed out his books.
On the corporation’s books the transactions were 
recorded as follows:
CASH..................................................... $50,000.00
To CAPITAL STOCK.................... $50,000.00
For issuance of capital stock to 
incorporators.
PLANT AND SUNDRY ASSETS.. 41,225.00
To ACCOUNTS PAYABLE......... 6,225.00
BLANK, VENDOR.................. 35,000.00
For assets acquired and liabilities 
assumed in connection with the 
purchase of the business for­
merly conducted by Blank.
BLANK, VENDOR.......................... 35,000.00
To CASH........................................... 35,00.00
For liquidation of purchase obliga­
tion.
PLANT & EQUIPMENT.................. 22,500.00
INVENTORIES.................................. 7,100.00
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE........... 4,750.00
GOOD WILL...................................... 7,350.00
To RESERVE FOR ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE..................... 475.00
PLANTS AND SUNDRY AS­
SETS....................................... 41,225.00
For distribution of asset values ac­
quired from Blank Vendor in ac­
cordance with appraisement.
It is not clear to me why the items of assets set 
up on the corporation books should not be the same 
as the values as at which they were carried on the 
books of the former owner, nor can I see wherein 
Good Will should be considered. Will you please
explain the justification for the entries which I 
have cited?
Answer:
Apparently the vendor had paid nothing for the 
Good Will, as no Good Will Account appeared on 
his books prior to the sale. He sold the Good Will 
for $9,875.00, hence this amount is a profit and 
was credited to Profit & Loss Account. Another 
way of treating the matter would have been to 
debit Good Will Account for $9,875.00, and to 
credit Profit & Loss Account for the same amount 
a procedure that would set the Good Will up 
on the books. The credit for $9,875.00 made when 
the business was sold would then be passed to the 
Good Will Account and not to the Profit & Loss 
Account.
The purchaser corporation paid $35,000.00 and 
assumed a liability of $6,225.00—in other words, 
paid for the assets $41,225.00. If the vendor 
valued properly the assets appearing on his books 
prior to their sale, so far as his viewpoint is con­
cerned the Good Will existing prior to the sale 
(and which he had not set up) was $9,875.00—the 
excess of the value of the assets appearing on the 
books over the total selling price value of the assets, 
as follows:
Price Paid...................................................................... $41,225.00
Value of Assets on Books:
Plant and Equipment................. $19,500.00
Inventories..................................... 7,100.00
Accounts Receivable................... 4,750.00
---------------- 31,350.00
Value of Good Will.................................................... $ 9,875.00
While the vendor’s books showed the value of 
assets sold, exclusive of Good Will, to be $31,350.00, 
the purchaser corporation is not bound by such 
valuation. The basic fact with which it deals is 
the fact that it acquires a mixed aggregate of 
$41,225.00 of assets. It must apportion this 
total figure to the specific assets on the basis of its 
own best judgment. It may or may not form this 
judgment by referring to the vendor’s valuations.
In some instances a purchaser has access to the 
vendor’s books, and he may accept the values at 
which the vendor carried the items, or he may 
reject such values as being unsound. As a matter 
of fact, it often happens that the purchaser has not 
access to the vendor’s books, and hence he can not 
use the vendor’s valuations of the individual 
assets as a guide for his own valuation of them, even 
though he might prefer to do so. Under such 
circumstances, he must use his own judgment, 
based on such facts as he can gather, regarding 
the worth of each item.
In the proposition cited, the purchaser disre­
garded entirely the valuations which the vendor 
had placed upon Plant and Equipment and in­
creased the Plant and Equipment value from $19,­
500.00 to $22,500.00—an increase of $3,000.00. 
The purchaser also apparently felt that the value 
of $4,750.00 at which the vendor was carrying the 
accounts receivable was too high, and he set up a 
$475.00 reserve.
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You will, see, therefore, that the purchaser con­
sidered the assets taken over, other than good 
will, to be worth $33,875.00 as follows:
Plant and Equipment................................................ $22,500.00
Inventories..............  7,100.00
Accounts Receivable.......................... $4,750.00
Less Reserve................................. 475.00
---------------- 4,275.00
$33,875.00
Since the purchaser acquired $41,225.00 of assets, 
he assumes that the $7,350.00 difference between 
the worth of plant, equipment, inventories, and 
accounts receivable, $33,875.00, and the amount 
paid, $41,225.00, is good will.
It will be apparent that the difference in value 
of the good will arises through the difference of 
opinion on the part of the vendor and on the part 
of the purchaser as to the worth of each one of 
the specific assets making up the purchase and sale 
price.
Pace Institute, Boston, Annual Banquet
DISTRICT Attorney Arthur K. Reading, of Middlesex County, Massachusetts—one of the greatest of the prosecutors who are now 
striving to stem the rising tide of crime—struck 
the keynote at the Boston banquet of Pace In­
stitute. At this notable gathering, held on Saturday 
evening, May 3d, Mr. Reading told the assembled 
students, graduates, and guests that the present 
crime tendency finds root in the desire of people to 
take short cuts —to acquire things without paying 
an honest price in effort or in money’s worth. In 
academic and in professional education, in the 
practice of the professions, and in business life— 
in fact, in every human relation—Mr. Reading 
insists that we must give in order to receive. He 
congratulated the students upon their recognition, 
by study in Pace Institute, of this basic principle, 
and he embellished his talk with many interesting 
and helpful illustrations and anecdotes. It was 
a great inspiration for the students of Pace Insti­
tute thus to have intimate contact with this prom­
inent lawyer and well-known public official.
Homer S. Pace spoke briefly on the relation that 
the accountant should bear to public affairs. He 
cited the extraordinary part that Massachusetts is 
taking in national matters by contributing such 
leaders as the President, the Senate leader, the 
Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations 
in the Senate, the Speaker of the House, and the 
Secretary of War—leaders outstanding and un­
touched by the wave of Congressional investiga­
tion. From this point, Mr. Pace took up the part 
that the accountants of Massachusetts might in 
the future take in those vital matters of public 
interest that are closely related to Accountancy.
The guests included Mrs. Helen McDaniel, 
President Business Women’s Club; Professor Wil­
liam Morse Cole, School of Business Administra­
tion, Harvard University; James E. Downey, 
Headmaster, High School of Commerce; O. T. 
Erickson, President, Boston Credit Men’s Associa­
tion; James J. Fox, C.P.A., Member Massachusetts 
Board of C.P.A. Registration; James V. Giblin, 
C.P.A.; Theodore A. Glynn, Fire Commissioner of 
the City of Boston; Edwin L. Pride, C.P.A., Chair­
man Massachusetts Board of C.P.A. Registration; 
and Henry J. Bornhofft, C.P.A.
That famous old class, E502, which for several 
years has held its own annual dinner, attended the 
banquet in full force. The Committee, led by 
Paul F. Haroth, Chairman, is to be congratulated 
on the efficiency and character of the whole affair. 
Mr. Arthur V. Garland demonstrated that Ac­
countancy study does not interfere with the emo­
tional and musical qualities essential to song leader­
ship, and the entertainment numbers provided by 
the artists were exceptionally good.
William J. Kenney, LL.B., LL.M., who is one 
of the most popular law instructors on the faculty, 
presided. His popularity with the students was 
manifested at the outset when they insisted upon a 
long and affectionate “razzing” as a prelude to 
Mr. Kenney’s leadership for the evening. No 
toastmaster in the long series of Pace banquets has 
ever excelled Mr. Kenney in the delicate art of 
guiding the festivities of a banquet.
Dudley B. Ellis, President of the Pace Club of 
Boston, under whose auspices the banquet was 
conducted, extended the greetings of the Club to 
those present, and expressed his thanks to the Com­
mittee for their efforts in arranging the affair.
The Committee in charge of the affair consisted 
of Paul F. Haroth, chairman, Alfred H. Edgerly, 
John J. Lyons, William A. Doering, Roger Billings, 
John W. Fallon, Frank J. Higgins, Francis J. Lally, 
John P. Burns, and the Misses Annette E. Hunt, 
Bertha E. Hatch, Helen W. Jones, Catherine V. 
McEachem, Helene J. O’Malley, and Gertrude P. 
Twombly.
It was gratifying to note the organized efforts 
on the part of the various classes to contribute to 
the success of the banquet.
Class D411 has made a great contribution to 
poesy by the discovery of the lyrical qualities 
contained in the romantic work of Semester D, 
frequently breaking into song in the following man­
ner:
D—411 Ra Ra
Lally, Kenney, Zis Boom Bah 
Material, Labor, Bailments, Burden 
D—411 Ra Ra
Overhead.
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Howard L. Gibson
Secretary, The American Manufacturers Foreign Credit 
Underwriters, New York
THE American Manufacturers For­eign Credit Underwriters is the only organization of its kind in 
the world. Hence, Howard L. Gibson, 
who holds the important position of 
secretary of this organization, stands 
unique among Pace graduates, vocation­
ally speaking. It is the same story of 
the winning of deserved success, however, 
that has been told so often in these 
columns.
Mr. Gibson was born in Denver,
Colorado, on March 27, 1897. He 
completed his grade-school education in 
the Denver Public Schools and entered 
the Tome Preparatory School, Port 
Deposit, Maryland, in 1911. Here he 
prepared for a college engineering course 
and was graduated in 1915. While at 
Tome School, Mr. Gibson was a member 
of several athletic teams and partici­
pated in many other school activities. 
He entered Cornell University in the fall 
of 1915 and continued there until March, 
1917, when, being eager to enter the 
business world, he left college. During 
the vacation periods of his college and 
preparatory years, he worked in various 
industrial plants and thus gained val­
uable experience.
Upon leaving Cornell, he accepted a 
position with the General Refractories 
Company, of Hitchins, Ky. He con­
tinued with this organization, engaged 
in general office work, until August, 
1917. September, 1917, found Mr. 
Gibson commissioned a pilot in the 
United States Army Air Service with 
the rank of second lieutenant. He was 
discharged from service in January, 
1919, and at that time accepted a posi­
tion with the Merchants’ Shipbuilding 
Corporation, Bristol, Pa. His work in 
this organization was that of obtaining 
cost data in the cost division. Later in 
this year, he entered upon the instruc­
tion course of the Franklin Automobile 
Company in their factories at Syracuse, 
N. Y.
In November, 1919, he entered the 
employ of the U. S. Food Products 
Corporation, at Peoria, Ill. His first 
position with this company was that of 
voucher clerk, but in a short time he 
was made cashier in charge of a depart­
ment. In this capacity he also had full 
charge of the construction cost account­
ing work of the organization. This 
business eventually failed, but Mr. Gib­
son was one of the few employees re­
tained for an indefinite time after the 
company ceased active business opera­
tions. At this time he enrolled in the 
extension division of Pace Institute, and 
he completed his course of study in the 
the fall of 1921.
About this time he came to New York 
to accept a position in the accounting 
department of The Tannin Corporation. 
His duties consisted of cost and general 
ledger work. Later, he became office
manager of the New York office of the 
Sun-Maid Raisin Growers. In this 
position he had charge of and full re­
sponsibility for the banking, accounting,
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and collections incident to the large 
volume of business transacted by this 
organization in its eastern headquarters. 
A varied experience, you will say. True, 
but the very changes, accompanied by 
consistent study in his case, denote 
progress. His wide experience, no doubt, 
had much to do with the fact that, in 
July, 1923, the American Manufacturers 
Foreign Credit Underwriters requested 
Mr. Gibson’s services, and he accepted a 
position with this organization as office 
manager. Due to conscientious effort 
and personal capacity, he soon became 
assistant secretary and, eventually, sec­
retary, the position he holds today. 
The position of secretary carries with it 
the responsibility for accounting and 
statistics and for general supervision of 
the office. In addition, he acts as assistant 
general manager. During Mr. Gibson’s 
service with this organization, he has 
shown his ability as an organizer and, 
possessing creative effort, has installed a 
new accounting system and reorganized 
the accounting department.
The record of a deserved success is 
always interesting and informative. Be­
tween the lines one may almost visualize 
the hard problems solved, the difficul­
ties overcome by Mr. Gibson. His 
career stands forth as one more in the 
long list of successes achieved by Pace 
graduates.
Exchanges Agree on
Examination of Books
FOR the purpose of obtaining more detailed information relating to the practices of the individual members 
and to eliminate unfair dealings, the New 
York Stock Exchange and the Curb 
Exchange have proposed amendments 
to their constitutions which will make 
it possible to compel members to submit 
their books for examination.
The following news item, containing 
the resolutions of the proposed amend­
ments, appeared in the New York Tele­
gram and Evening Mail on April 25, 
1924:
“The two principal stock exchanges, 
the New York Stock Exchange and the 
Curb Exchange, have proposed amend­
ments to their constitutions making it 
possible to compel members to open their 
books for inspection where this is deemed 
advisable. It is explained that this is for 
the purpose of obtaining more detailed 
information on practices of the members 
and will tend to eliminate unfair deal­
ings.
“The resolutions were identical, with 
the exception of the names of the com­
mittees. The New York Stock Exchange 
resolution follows:—
‘Whenever a member of the exchange 
or his firm has been concerned in a 
transaction in which a member of an­
other exchange is also concerned and 
such transaction is under examination 
by the authorities or such other ex­
change, and the Committee on Business 
Conduct reports to the Governing Com­
mittee that in its opinion the testimony 
of the member of the exchange, his 
partners or employes, or his books and 
papers, is or are material to such ex­
amination, and it is to the interest and 
welfare of the exchange to facilitate 
such examination, the Governing Com­
mittee may in its discretion direct such 
member to appear and to produce his 
partners, employes, books, and papers 
before the governing authorities of such 
other exchange or any committee or 
special committee thereof, for the pur­
pose of examination concerning the 
transaction in question.
‘The refusal of a member to comply 
with any such direction shall be an act 
detrimental to the interest and welfare 
of the exchange.’ ”
DR. ALEXANDER LYONS, Ph.D., of the Eighth Avenue Temple, Brooklyn, addressed the 
Day School Assembly recently. Dr. 
Alexander spoke on “Culture and Citi­
zenship’’ and, in an extremely interesting 
way, showed the need, at the present 
time, of a combination of culture and 
responsibility to overcome the perplex­
ing problems of the world and the nation.
In a unique way he contrasted the 
seriousness which the business man of 
today applies to commercial matters as 
compared to the way it is applied to 
other just as vital components of life.
A keen sense of humor characterized 
the entire address and the talk was one of 
the most interesting that has been given 
at Pace Institute, New York.
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Internal Revenue Collection Accounting
(Continued from page 98)
General Ledger
One of the most important sections of 
a collector’s office is the bookkeeping 
section, or office of the bookkeeper or 
comptroller, as it is called in some of the 
offices. In the bookkeeper’s office are 
kept the sectional-control ledger and the 
general ledger. The form of the general 
ledger differs in no way from the stand­
ard ledger except that there is a balance 
column. The general ledger is loose-leaf. 
The accounts kept in the general ledger 
are as follows:
Asset Accounts 
No. Account
1 Cash on hand
2 Cash in bank
3 Stamps
4 Stamps in transit to Bureau 
6a Income taxes collectible
6b Sales taxes collectible
6c Tobacco taxes collectible
6d Prohibition-narcotic taxes collectible 
6e Capital stock taxes collectible 
6f Estate taxes collectible 
6g Miscellaneous taxes collectible
Liability Accounts 
No. Account
8 Advance collections for stamps
8a Advance collections for stamps, fiscal 
year..........
9 Unidentified collections
9a Unidentified collections, fiscal year 
9b Unidentified collections, 1040-A 
9c Unidentified collections, tentatives 
9d Unidentified collections, advance
payments
10 Collector’s revenue account
Nominal Accounts 
No. Account
11 Stamps received from Bureau
12 Stamps received from other districts
13 Taxes listed for assessment
14 Taxes received from other districts
15 Excess collections
16 Excess in stamp sales
17 Returned checks
18 Abatement claims allowed
19 Deposited to the credit of the U. S.
20 Taxes transferred to other districts
21 Stamps transferred to other districts
22 Stamps issued on order of Commis­
sioner
23 Stamps returned to Bureau
24 Taxes abated in excess
Sectional-Control Ledger
The sectional-control ledger (See Ex­
hibit II) gives a running analysis of all 
of the transactions affecting the different 
tax lists. Column 1 is for the name list, 
column 2 for the balance forwarded, 
column 3 for the returns filed, column 4 
for excess collections, column 5 for dif­
ferences found by the Bureau in Wash­
ington, column 6 for additional assess­
ments from Washington, column 7 for 
taxes transferred from other districts, 
column 8 for return checks, column 9 
for total liability, column 10 for current
collections, column 11 for transfer of 
collection credits from one list or account 
to another list or account, column 12 for 
taxes transferred to other districts, 
column 13 for abatements, and column 
14 for balance outstanding.
There is a sectional-control ledger for 
each class of taxes, and each sectional- 
control ledger is subdivided with a sec­
tion for each list which has a balance 
outstanding. The total of all of the 
balances outstanding for the various 
lists of the sectional-control ledger for 
income tax should be the total shown in 
the balance column of the general ledger 
in account 6a, income taxes collectible. 
The same should be true for the other 
“6” accounts. Usually the sectional- 
control ledgers and the general ledger are 
kept by separate persons, and their 
balances must agree at the end of each 
day.
Journals
Postings are made to the general and 
sectional-control ledgers only from jour­
nals. The journals used in the Collector’s 
office are loose-leaf and are of three types 
—the cashier’s journal (Exhibit III), the 
tax division journal of miscellaneous 
transactions (Exhibit IV), and the tax 
division daily journal of returns filed. 
The cashier’s journal covers all transac­
tions affecting cash and stamp transac­
tions. The tax division journals record 
postings to be made that affect the 
different assessment lists. There are 
seven classes of taxes, but the same form 
of journal is used for each. These 
journals are prepared by the various 
assessment divisions and by the cashier’s 
office each day and are forwarded to the 
bookkeeper for entry in the ledgers.
Unidentified Collections
As explained in the paragraph dealing 
with the card index system used in the 
collector’s office, thousands of remit­
Page No................
SECTIONAL-CONTROL LEDGER
.............. District of...................
.................. Tax List
Balance
Brought
Re­
turns Excess
Collec­
tions
Diff.
Found
Items
Added
Trans.
from
Re­
turn
Checks
Total 
to be 
Ac­
counted 
for
Cur­
rent
Collec­
tions
Trans.
of
Collec­
tions
Trans.
to
Abate­
ments
Bal­
ance
Collec­
tible
Date Down Filed by by O. O.
Comm. Comm. Dist. Dist.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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tances are received in the collector’s 
office which cannot be identified and 
posted to any definite assessment. These 
collections are credited to the proper 
“9” account. In some instances these 
collections are from taxpayers who have 
never filed returns, but who, through 
ignorance or fear, think they should 
make some kind of payment and send 
in checks or money orders to the collec­
tor. The majority of the unidentified 
collections are credited to account “9.” 
The other “9” accounts are for special 
classes of unidentified remittances or 
for remittances which, although not 
unidentified, cannot be credited to any 
list for the reason that no assessment 
has been made. Accounts 9c and 9d 
are of this class. The vast majority of 
collections, however, are identified and 
credited to the proper assessment. 
Credits are constantly being transferred 
from the various “9” accounts to the 
lists where the assessments have been 
located. The cashier’s journal shows 
the adjustment of these unidentified 
items and indicates the accounts to be 
credited and debited.
Account 9A is a suspense account 
which represents unidentified collections 
received during the prior fiscal year. On 
August 31st of each year, the balance in 
this account is entered on the August 
income tax list. This, in effect, credits 
the taxpayer. The amount is also 
entered on Form 23A as an assessment, 
the taxpayer being thus debited. In 
this way the books are annually cleared 
of unidentified items. If, later, it is found 
that another assessment is outstanding 
for which the unidentified collection is 
payment, the credit portion of the entry 
is transferred from the income tax list 
to the item outstanding on the list to 
which it pertains, and an abatement 
claim is filed by the collector for the debit 
entry thus left outstanding on the 
August income tax list.
It will occasionally happen that the 
Bureau at Washington will advise a 
taxpayer of an assessment and that pay­
ment will be received by the collector 
from the taxpayer before information 
about the assessment reaches the col­
lector. Such payments when received
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are credited to account 9d. On receipt 
from the Bureau of information about 
the assessment, the collector transfers 
the credit from account 9d to the proper 
assessment.
Collector’s Reports
At the close of each month, the col­
lector sends to the Bureau reports cover­
ing the transactions recorded in his 
accounts for the month. These reports 
are on three forms: Form 79 (Exhibit V), 
Form 68, and Form 820. The upper part 
of Form 79 is in the nature of a profit 
and loss account and is a summary of 
the transactions for the month. The 
lower part of Form 79 resembles the 
balance sheet of an ordinary commercial 
concern. This form is supported by 
Form 68 and Form 820. Form 68 is a 
detailed report of the transactions in 
stamps, and Form 820 is an analysis of 
the transactions affecting the tax lists.
The collector submits seven copies of 
Form 820: one for each class of tax. Form 
820 is ruled the same as the sectional- 
control ledger in the collector’s office. 
It is simply a consolidation of the various 
sections of the sectional-control ledger, 
so that one line on Form 820 records all 
of the entries affecting one particular 
list. The balance shown in the last 
column of Form 820 should be the bal­
ance of the items actually outstanding 
on the list and also the balance as shown 
by the sectional-control ledger. The 
total balance of all of the tax lists shown 
on Form 820 should be the total in 
account “6” of the general ledger and 
should agree with the balance of this 
account as shown on For n 79. Form 79 
must also agree with Form 820 in regard 
to the nominal accounts. Thus, the total 
of all items shown on Form 820 in the 
return-check column should equal the 
amounts reflected in account 17 on Form 
79. This is also true of tax transfers, 
abatements, and other kinds of transac­
tions.
The collector also sends to the Bureau 
a statement of his deposits (Form 49) 
for the month. The total of this state­
ment is the total of account 19 on Form 
79. At the time of making a deposit, 
the collector prepares a deposit slip, 
more properly known as a certificate of 
deposit, in triplicate and forwards all 
three copies with the deposit to the bank. 
One copy of the certificate of deposit 
is forwarded to the office of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, one copy is returned to 
the collector, and one copy is forwarded 
by the bank to the Bureau in Washing­
ton. The certificates of deposit received 
by the Bureau are used to verify the 
monthly statement of deposits (Form 49) 
and the amount shown on form 79 in 
account 19. When the collector receives 
his copy of the certificate of deposit, 
his entry is a debit to account 19 and a 
credit to account 2, cash in bank. This 
transaction is reflected on the cashier’s 
daily journal.
These monthly reports, Form 79, 68, 
820, and 49, are received from each of 
the 65 collection districts. In addition, 
each collector renders a quarterly report 
on Form 79. This form is the one re­
ferred to the General Accounting Office 
by the Bureau for settlement by the
CASHIER’S DAILY JOURNAL OF TRANSACTIONS
Date
Stamp Transactions Collections (except sales of stamps)
Transactions Dr. Cr. Amount Detail Dr. Cr. Amount
Received from Bureau................
Rec’d from other districts..........
Excess in sales.............................
In transit......................................
Transferred to other district... .
Issued by Comm.........................
Receipted for by Bureau............
Issued on advance collections...
3
3
3
1
4
21
22
23
8
11
12
16
3
3
3
3
4
3
Income tax...................................
Tobacco tax.................................
Pro-Narcotic tax.........................
Capital stock tax........................
Estate tax....................................
Miscellaneous tax.......................
Unidentified collections..............
Unidentified collections..............
Unidentified collections..............
Unidentified collections..............
Adv. Collections for stamps....
Total..................................
6a
6b
6c
6d
6e
6f
6g
9
9b
9c
9d
8Cash Transactions
1
Detail Dr Cr.
1
Amount
Memorandum of Returned Checks
Cash Deposited in Bank............
Certificate of Dep. Rec’d............
2
Kind of Tax Amount
Total C. D’s............................. 19 2
Adjustment of Unidentified Items
Classified as Dr. Cr. Amount
Summary
Account Dr. . Amount Account Cr. Amount
Exhibit III—Cashier’s Journal
Comptroller General. The law provides 
that an administrative examination shall 
be made of the collectors’ accounts by 
the Bureau before settlement of them is 
made by the Comptroller General. This 
examination must be completed within 
60 days after receipt by the Bureau of 
the reports, and the accounts must be 
referred to the General Accounting Office 
before the expiration of the 60 days.
Audit of Collector’s Accounts
In order properly to audit the reports 
of the collector’s accounts, the Bureau 
in Washington keeps a control with 
each collection district in the country. 
This control is kept on a bookkeeping 
machine. A loose-leaf ledger is kept for 
each collector. This ledger is closed out 
each month,and a new account is opened 
with the balance brought forward from 
the preceding month. The collector is 
then charged with all assessments made 
by the Commissioner, with all stamps 
invoiced to him, and with taxes trans­
ferred to him from other districts; and 
he is credited with certificates of deposit 
received from Federal Reserve and other 
banks, with abatement of taxes allowed 
by the Commissioner, with taxes trans­
ferred to other districts, and with stamps 
returned to the Bureau.
The documents that provide the basis 
for the entries from which the foregoing 
postings are made are received from 
various sources. The "certificates of 
deposit are received from Federal Re­
serve and other banks in which the 
collector has made deposits. They are 
the duplicates, the originals of which 
have been sent to the Office of the Sec­
retary of the Treasury. The tax transfer 
entries are posted from the quadrupli­
cates of Form 514. This is the copy that 
is forwarded to the Bureau. In this case 
one document serves for both the debit 
and the credit entries, the charging col­
lector being debited with the amount of 
the tax and the crediting collector being 
credited with the same amount. The 
assessment charges are entered from 
Forms 23C and 23D, which are received 
from the various administrative assess­
ment divisions before they are forwarded 
to the collector.
The balance in the Bureau ledger at 
the close of the month is theoretically 
the balance which the collector should 
report on Form 79. For various reasons 
the two balances are never equal. At
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the close of each month after the exam­
ination of the collector’s report, the 
Bureau prepares a reconciliation of the 
two balances. In most cases the differ­
ence between the two balances is due to 
items being in transit between the 
Bureau and the collector’s office. For 
instance, the Bureau may charge the 
collector with stamps, invoiced on the 
29th of the month, which are taken up
by the collector on the 2nd or 3rd of the 
next month. All items on the Bureau 
ledgers, including any items that may 
be in transit, which are not reported by 
the collector are cited to the collector by 
the Bureau on a statement of differences 
(Form 79A). The collector’s reports 
must also be accompanied with the 
necessary vouchers to support any 
credits reported other than collections.
TAX DIVISION DAILY JOURNAL OF MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS
' (Division) (Date)
LIST
Transaction Dr. Cr. Amount
Name Section Class of Tax
Summary
Account
Acct.
No. Debit Account
Acct.
No. Credit
Total Total
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REVENUE ACCOUNT CURRENT
The United States in Account Current with.......................................................... Collector of Internal Revenue
for the.................. District of................... , from...................to..................., under bond dated................... .
Statement of Transactions
Acct.
No. Debits Amount
Acct.
No. Credits Amount
19 Deposits to credit of U. S............. 10 Balance from last report....................
20 Taxes transferred to other districts. . 11 Stamps received from Bureau...........
21 Stamps transferred to other districts. 12 Stamps transferred to other districts.
22 Stamps issued by Comm..................... 13 Taxes listed for assessment................
23 Stamps returned to Bureau............... 14 Taxes trans. from other districts....
18 Abatement claims allowed................. 15 Excess collections...............................
10 Balance in revenue account............... 16 Excess in stamp sales..........................
17 Returned checks.................................
Total......................................... Total.........................................
Statement of Balances
Acct.
No. Debits Amount
Acct.
No. Credits Amount
1 Cash on hand....................................... 7
2 Cash in bank.................................... 8 Advance collections for stamps........
3 Stamps................................................. 8a Advance coll. for stamps (June 30). .
4 Stamps in transit................................ 9 Unidentified collections.....................
5 9a Unidentified collections (June 30)...
Income taxes collectible..................... 9b Unidentified collections—1040A....
6b Sales taxes collectible......................... 9c Unidentified collections—tentatives .
Tobacco taxes collectible................... 9d Adv. payments add’l tax liability.. ..
6d Pro-Narc. taxes collectible................. 10 Balance in revenue account...............
6e Capital stock taxes collectible............
6f Estate taxes collectible............... ...
6g Miscellaneous taxes collectible..........
Dated at.......................................... Collector of Internal Revenue
Exhibit V—Revenue Account Current
Award to Couchman 
American Institute Prize 
Competition
Readers of the pace stu­dent will be interested to learn that the jurors have made 
their awards on the prize competition 
of the American Institute of Account­
ants Foundation, the conditions for 
which were stated fully in the April, 
1923, issue of THE PACE STUDENT. 
The time for acceptance of the papers 
closed October 1, 1923.
The competition called for the best 
papers upon the following subject: “The 
Principles Which Should Govern the 
Determination of Capital and the 
Amounts Available for Distribution of 
Dividends in the Case of Corporations, 
with Special Reference to the System 
of Capital Stocks without a Par Value.” 
The competition was open both to mem­
bers of the American Institute of Ac­
countants and to non-members.
On February 14, 1924, the jurors 
announced the award of the first prize 
to Mr. S. Gundelfinger, C.P.A. of 
Sacramento, California. On March 1, 
1924, the jurors announced that, of the 
competitors who were members of the 
American Institute of Accountants, the 
first prize award was made to Mr. 
Charles B. Couchman, C.P.A. Mr. 
Couchman is a member of the firm of 
Crockett, Couchman & Crawford, prac­
ticing accountants, and is also a member 
of the faculty of Pace Institute, New 
York. The PACE STUDENT extends 
its congratulations to Mr. Gundelfinger 
and to Mr. Couchman.
The Journal of Accountancy an­
nounces that it will publish the two 
successful papers in an early number
Annual Meeting National 
Federation of Pace 
Clubs
HE annual meeting of the National 
Federation of Pace Clubs was held 
at the Hotel Lafayette, Washing­
ton, on Saturday, April 26.
The delegates from New York, Bos­
ton, Baltimore, and Washington Insti­
tutes were entertained at luncheon by 
the Pace Club of Washington. Hampton 
D. Percy, president of the Pace Club of 
Washington, welcomed the delegates and 
turned the meeting over to the national 
president, Howard Schnepfe.
Matters of importance pertaining to 
the forthcoming year were discussed, and 
plans were made for a big and active 
year for the National Federation.
The following officers for the year 
1924-1925 were elected: Cecil M. Mears, 
Washington, president; Jerome G. Kauf­
man, Washington, secretary; Howard 
Schnepfe, Baltimore, treasurer. The 
vice-presidents, under the rules of the 
National Federation are to be elected 
by the members of the individual clubs, 
and the member so honored will attend 
to all National Federation business that 
comes before his club.
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